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ABSTRACf 

Let D be a bounded domain in the complex plane, HrxJ(D) the algebra of bounded 
analytic functions on D and M(D) its maximal ideal space, let R(D) be the algebra of 
all continuous functions on 15 which can be approximated uniformly on 15 by 
rational functions with poles ofT D. In this paper we prove a theorem similar to 
Bishop's Splitting Lemma for HrxJ (D) provided that every XE D has a dominant 
representing measure and R(ti) is boundedly pointwise dense in HrxJ(D). 
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DECOMPOSITION OF MEASURES 
ORTHOGONAL TO HOO(D) 

INTRODUCTION: 

Let D be a bounded domain in the complex plane 
and let HOO(D) denote the Banach algebra of bounded 
analytic functions on D and M(D) its maximal ideal 
space. R(15) will denote the algebra of all functions in 
C(15) which can be approximated uniformly on 15 by 
rational functions with poles off 15. Bishop's Splitting 
Lemma [7] states that if J1. is a Borel measure on 15 
which is orthogonal to R(15) and U l' U 2' ... , Un form 
an open cover for 15 then there exist measures J1.1' J1.2' 
... , on 15 such that each J1.1 is orthogonal to R(i5), 

supp J1.i ~ U i' and J1. !:?= 1 J1.l' In this paper we prove a 
similar result for measures on M(D) orthogonal to 
Hoo (D). But D will not be an arbitrary domain; it will 
be a domain such that every ZE D has a dominant 
representing measure and R(15) is boundedly pointwise 
dense in HOO(D). At first glance this might seem a 
strong restriction, but in fact it is not and to the 
contrary these domains cover the ones needed for the 
Corona problem [5], because any A-domain [3] satis
fies both of these conditions and [1] proving the 
Corona problem for A-domains is equivalent to pro
ving it for general domains see [1] and [6] for details). 

NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND 
SOME PRELIMINARIES 

Throughout this paper D will denote a bounded 
domain in the complex plane, HOO(D) the Banach 
algebra of founded analytic functions of D, and M(D) 
its maximal ideal space. R(15) will denote the algebra of 
all continuous functions on 15 which can be approxi
mated uniformly on 15 by rational functions with poles 
off D. All measures considered in this paper are regular 
Borel measures. 

If A is a function algebra and M(A) its maximal 
ideal space, then the pseudo-hyperbolic distance be
tween two points t/J and </> in M(A) is defined by p(t/J, 
</»= sup{t/J(/):IEA, "fll ~ 1; </>(/)=O}. The relation 
p(t/J, </» < 1 is an equivalence relation and the equival
ence classes are the Gleason parts of M(A) [11]. 

A measure m on aD is called a representing measure 
for zE15 with respect to R(i5) if I(z)= Jldm, V/ER(15). 
It is called a dominant representing measure if when
ever m' is another representing measure for Z then 
m' «m (m' is absolutely continuous with respect to m). 

If m, J1. are two measures such that m« J1. and J1. «m 
we will write m '" J1.. 

The closed support of a measure J1. will be denoted 

by suppl J1.. 

By A- we will denote the harmonic measure on aD,z 
for all ZE D. We will say R(i5) is boundedly pointwise 
dense in HOO(D) if V IE HOO(D) there exists a sequence 
{In} R(D) such that In(z)-io/(z), VZED, and 1I/11~M 
for all n, and for some positive real number M. 

For a function IE HOO(D), 1 will denote its Gelfand 
transform i.e. 1 is defined on M(D) by 1(</»=</>(/). In 
[5] it was proved that if Z is defined on D by Z(A-) = A
then Z(M(D»=15, and Z is a homeomorphism on D. 

If J1. is a measure orthogonal to R(15) (to HOO(D» we 
will write J1.l.R(D) (J1.l.HOO(D». 

If J1. is a measure on M(D), jl will be the measure 
defined on 15 by jl(E) = J1.(Z-l(E» [2]. 

If A is a function algebra on X, PE X is called a peak 
point if there exists I EA such that I (P) = 1 while 
I/(y)1 < 1, VYEX, y¥= p. 

By the point mass measure for XE X we mean the 
measure (jx defined by 

1 if XEE 
(jx(E) = 0 if x¢E\ 

Lemma 1. If zoED has a dominant representing mea
sure mzo with respect to R(i5), then every point ZE D 
has a dominant representing measure mz and mz '" mzo' 

Proof. Let ZE D. D is contained in a single Gleason 
part [4], so Z and Zo are in the same Gleason part. By 
[11] there exists a representing measure mz for Z with 
respect to R(15) such that mzo« mz • Similarly there 
exists a representing measure J1. z for Zo such that 
m «II but II «m since m is a dominant reprezz • t"'Zo' t"'Zo Zo 0 

sentmg measure, so mz « J1.zo hence mz '" mzo' 

Let vz be any representing measure for z. By the 
same theorem in [11], there exists vZo' a representing 
measure for zo' such that Vz «v ' but vzo «mzo «mzzo 
so V «m which implies that m is a dominant reprez z z 
sen ting measure. 

Lemma 2. Let J1. be a measure on D. Assume for 
some ZoE D there exists a dominant representing mea
sure mzo' Then there exists a measure J1.* with 
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supp Jl* ~ aD such that Jl*« mzo and 

r fdJl=r fdJl* VfeR(D) 
JD JaD 

Proof. We use the sweeping method [10J, i.e. for 
any Borel set E~aD, we define Jl*(E) = JAz(E)dJl{z), 
where Az is the harmonic measure on aD for zeD. 
SOJl*(E)=JOD XEdJl*=JaJJDXEdAz)dJl(z) where X E is 
the characteristic function on E. 

Now for any f e C(D) we have 

1f dJl* = L(Lf(w)dA,(w))dJl(z). 

If R(D) then SaJ(w)dAz(W) = f(z) because is aAz 
representing measure with respect to R(D) for Z (see 
[7J, p. 226J). Hence for such f we have: 

lfdJl- =L(Lf(W)dA, (w))dJl(z) =l/dJl, 

and Jl*« Az ~mz ~mzo' 

Lemma 3. Assume there exists ze D with dominant 
representing measure m with respect to R(D). If 
Jll.R(D) then 3he I:(m) such that Jl = hm. 

Proof. Since Jll.R(D), Jl=I.hjmj where hjeLl(mj) 
and each mj is a representing measure for some point 

zjeD such that suppl mj~aD and hjmjl.R(D). In fact 
we also have IIJlII I.lIhjmjll. (See [10J for a proof.) 
Write Jl=hlml +LJ hjmj' where Zl is any point in the 
Gleason part which contains D, and J = U:z j is not in 
the Gleason part which contains D}, because Jll.R(D). 
So vl.R(D) and applying Lemma 3 to v we get v=h1m 
where hI is in J!(m). But since Jli «m then 3h2eE.(m) 
such that Jli = hm so Jll v Jli = hI m - h2m = 
(hl l -hP)m=hm and heI:(m). 

From this we get Jl = hm + Jl2' 

We are in a position now to prove the main 
theorem. 

Theorem. Let D be a domain which satisfies the 
following: 

(1) there exists zeD with dominant representing mea
sure m; (2) R(15) is boundedly pointwise dense in 
HOO(D). 

Let V l' V 2' ... , V n be an open cover for 15, and let Jl 
be a measure on M(D) such that Jll.HOO(D). Then there 
exist measures JlI' Jl2' ... , Jln' (J on M(D) such that: 

(2) Jljl.HOO(D) for each i = 1, 2, ... , n; 

(3) a=O; and (4) supp Jli t-I(VJ 

Then by [8J for all jeJ, Zj is a peak point and hence 

the only representing measures for Zj are the point 

mass measures. 


Now ml « because m is a dominant representing 

measure hence there exists 9 Ie I:(m) such that =
mi 


gim. Then Jl=hlgIm+I.Jh/;j where OJ is the point 

mass measure for Zj' 


Since Jll.R(D), JlI{zj}l.R(D) [7J; so hjoj 0, for every 

jeJ, hence Jl=hlgIm=hm. Clearly heI:(m). 


Lemma 4. Assume Jl is a measure on 15, Jll.R(15). If 

there exists a dominant representing measure m for 

some ze D with respect to R(15) then Jl = hm + Jl2 where 

he I:(m) and supp Jl2 D. 


Proof. Write Jl JlI + Jl2 where Jll = JllaD and Jl2 

JlID' Then by Lemma 2 there exists a measure Jli such 


that supp Jli ~aD, Jli ~m, JfdJl2 = J/dJli VfeR(D). 

Let V=JlI +Jli then supp v~aD and V feR(D) we 

have Sfdv = SfdJlI +JfdJli = JfdJlI +SfdJl2 = JfdJl= 

O. 

Proof. Since Jll.MOO(D) we have [2J that /tl.R(D). 

By Bishop's Splitting Lemma [7J there exists measures 


VI' v2' ... , Vn on D such that vjl.R(15), supp Vi Vj and 


/t I.?=l Vj' 


By Lemma 4 there exists hjeI:(m) and a measure !j 

on D such that Vj = him +!i' for every i = 1,2, ... , n. 


By theorem 11.1 in [7J or [9:8.1J, we have HOO(D) is 

isometrically isomorphic to HOO(m), so there exists a 

canonical lift of m to M(D), denote it by m, see [5]. 

Also if {fn} R(D) and fn converges to f e HOO(D) 

pointwise boundedly then JM(D)hdll-l> SJdJl for any 

Jl«m. Now since t is a homeomorphism over D, !j 

has a natural lift r i to M(D). 


Let Jlj fijm+ij so /tj Vj' where is the Gelfand 


transform of hi to M(LOO(m)). Clearly supp Jlj~t-l(Vj) 

which proves (4). To prove (2): let feHOO(D). Then 

there exists a bounded sequence {In} ~ R(D) such that 

fn{z)-l> f(z) for all ze D. So 


JdJli lim f Jnfijdm + lim f Jnorj
M(D) M(D) M(D)f .

lim f J/ijdm + lim rfnd!j
M(D) JD 

~Iim tf.h,dm+lim f/.dT, 
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~Iim f/"djii~lim f/"dV'~O. 


a(E)=(J(Z-1(E»=(Il- I Il)(Z-1(E)) 

To prove (1) and (3): Let (J Il-'i?=llli' Then for 
any E 15 we have 

n 

i= 1 

n 

= Il(Z-I(E» - I Ilj(Z-1(E» 
i= 1 

n 

=ji(E)- I vj(E)=O 
i= 1 
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